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ABSTRACT 

 

The mosque is the most important institution in Islam. After the house and the workplace, it is 

the most frequented place. Muslims visit it at least twice, if not three or five times, a day. There, 

they rekindle their spirituality, strengthen their relationship with their creator, meet their Muslim 

brethren, and renew their sense of belonging. The aim of this paper is to identify and critically 

examine the adverse effects of rampant establishment of Jumu’ah mosques on the unity of the 

Muslim ummah in Nigeria. The paper equally assesses the religious, social, economic and 

political effects of the incessant proliferation of Jumu’ah mosques on the unity/brotherhood 

among the Muslim ummah. It finally recommends measures that could be put in place to ensure 

successful eradication of this menace (i.e. division among the Muslims). 
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Introduction 

 

In the name of Allah the most gracious the most merciful, peace and blessings of Allah be upon 

our beloved prophet Muhammad (SAW), members of his house hold, his companions and those 

who follow their foot step up to the final moment.  

 

A mosque (Masjid) is a place of worship for Muslims. There are strict and detailed requirements 

in Sunni jurisprudence for a place of worship to be considered a mosque, with places that do not 

meet these requirements regarded as “Musallas”. The mosque is a place to gather for prayers, to 

study and to celebrate festivals such as Qur’anic graduation ceremonies, seclusion “I’itikaf” 

during the holy month of Ramadan, they serve as the centers for education and information, 

places for social welfare, and also for dispute settlement, it can also be used to house schools and 

community council meetings.The Imam is the religious leader of the mosque and the person who 

leads the prayer. The Arabic word for mosque, “Masjid”, means “place of prostration”. 

 

While the Jumu’ah mosque is the mosque where Muslims gather every Friday to perform two 

raka’ats in congregation, the five daily prayers are also conducted congregationally in such 

mosques. Ra’uf M.A (1974) described Friday prayer, as the mid-day prayer performs on Friday 

and those who perform it do not have to perform the Zuhr prayer on that day. While Sambo M.B 

(1988) opined that the Jumu’ah prayer was instituted on the 16th of Rabi’aul Awwal in the first 

year after Hijrah. Because it is the best day of the week, on it Adam (AS) was created, on it he 

entered paradise, on it he was ejected from it, and on it the doom hour will be exploited. The 

prophet (SAW) in several occasion enjoined his followers to always pray in congregation as that 

bring about love and unity between them.  
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The geographical location of Nigeria 

 

Nigeria is located at the extreme inner corner of the gulf of Guinea on the west coast of Africa, 

Nigeria occupies an area of 923,768 sq. Km (356,669 mi), extending 1,127 Km (700 mi) E-W 

and 1,046 Km (650 mi) N-S comparatively, the area occupied by Nigeria is slightly more than 

twice the size of the state of California. It is bordered by on the  NE, by Cameroon on the E, by 

the Atlantic ocean (Gulf of Guinea) on the S, by Benin (formerly Dahomey) on the W, and by 

Niger on NW and N, with a total boundary length of 4,900 Km (3,045 mi), of which 853 Km 

(530 mi) is coastline. The borders between Nigeria, Chad, Niger and Cameroon are disputed, and 

there have been occassional border clashes.  

 
 

Muslims in Nigeria 

 

According to a 2001 report from The world factbook by CIA, about 55% of Nigeria’s population 

is Muslim, 35% are christians and 10% adhere to local religions. But in some recent report, the 

christian population is now slightly lesser than Muslim population. Nigeria has one of the largest 

Muslim populations in West Africa. Islam was introduced to northern Nigeria as early as the 11th 

century, and was well established in the major capitals of the region by the 16th century, 

spreading into the countryside and toward the middle belt uplands. Shehu Usman dan Fodio 

established a government in Northern Nigeria based on Islam before the advent of colonialism. 

The British colonial government therefore established indirect rule in Northern Nigeria based on 

the structure of this government. Islam also came to South WesternYoruba-speaking areas during 

the time of Mansa Kankan Musa of Mali Empire. The Yoruba colloquially referred to Islam as 

“Esin-Mali” or some will say “Esin-Mole”, which means religion from Mali. 

 

The vast majority of Muslims in Nigeria are Sunni belonging to Maliki School of jurisprudence; 

however, a sizeable minority also belongs to Shafi’i madhhab. A large number of Sunni Muslims 
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are members of Sufi brotherhoods. Most Sufis follow the Qadiriyyah, Tijjaniyyah and/or 

Arusiyyah movement. Nigerian Islam has become heterogenous with the springing up of many 

sects. Notable examples are the Jama’atu izalatul bid’ah wa iqamatussunnah movement, the 

Qur’aniyyun movement, the Shi’ah movement, and many local Islamic sects that have limited 

expansion.  

 

The objectives of establishing Mosques in Islam 

 

The purpose of establishing mosque in Islam cannot be over emphsized. During the life time of 

the prophet (SAW), mosques served as a room of social, economic as well as spiritual activities. 

In those days, there is no variation between mosque, school, court or socio-economic centers. All 

these activities were being conducted in the mosque. Moreover, mosque served as the training 

center for war affairs, the civilization of Islam is not complete except with the mosque. The 

prophet (SAW) was reported to have said: “-----the earth has been made sacred, pure and 

mosque for me, so wherever the time of prayer comes for anyone of you, he should pray 

wherever he is”. 

While in the holy Qur’an chapter 3: v96 Allah (SWT) says: 

“Indeed the first house designated (appointed and set up) for a man (as 

direction to worship Allah) was the one at Bakkah (Makkah) which is blessed 

and a guidance for the people (of the universe)”. 

Again in chapter 72 v: 18 Allah (SWT) says: 

“And the mosques are for Allah (Alone): so invoke not anyone along with Allah”. 

 

It is clear that from the above quotations that the main objective of mosque is to worship Allah 

(SWT). Thus all prophets of Allah built mosques for spiritual wellbeing of their people. For 

instance Ibrahim and Isma’il (AS), both laid the foundation of Ka’abah. Isah (AS) prayed with 

his followers in the open garden of Gethsemane land. Sulayman (AS) built the great mosque of 

Jerusalem called Masjid al-aqsa (Temple of Solomon). Musa (AS) built synagogue for the Jews. 

In order to shape the future generations, the prophet (SAW) built mosque to reform people, teach 

them the message of Allah (SWT) and to serve as abodes of security, peace and devotion. That is 

why people seek refuge in the house of Allah (i.e Mosque) during war, disasters and aggression 

because it is an inviolable abode respected, sometimes even by the aggressors. 

 

Historically, during the life time of the prophet (SAW), mosque served as the center of spiritual, 

educational as well as social activities of the Muslims. For example, the spiritual activities such 

as five daily prayers, Friday prayer and annual prayers Id al-fitr and Id al-adha are all conducted 

in the mosque. In addition to that there are other suprerogatory prayers such as Tahajjud and 

I’itikaf during the month of Ramadan was all conducted. Educationally, the prophet’s mosque in 

Madina served as a center of learning for all Muslims both male and female. This happened 

through revealing the message of Allah when it’s due, delivering sermons on Fridays as well as 

after daily prayers when the need arised. Concerning this, there was atime when the Muslim 

believing women laid complain of having no opportunity to learn about their religious 

obligations as men. In response to their request the prophet (SAW) approved for them specific 

days in which they would come to the mosque and be educated. 
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Occasionally, the prophet (SAW) used to admonished his companions especially on current 

affairs, for example there was a time in which he (the prophet) directed one of his companions to 

go and collect Zakat fund from some believers, this man performed the duty he was assigned to 

do deligently, but the givers of the said fund gave him some things as gifts. When he comes back 

to the prophet (SAW) he said: “O prophet, this is the amount of Zakat that they are ordered to 

give out. And this is what they offered me as gift. Then immediately, the prophet (SAW) stood 

up, and climbed the pulpit and explained that whosoever we assigned to discharge any 

responsibilities, he should do it with honesty. Why one of you cannot sit in his mother’s room 

and obtained what he claimed to have got. 

 

Moreover, in the area of socio-educational activities a villager came and urinates in the prophetic 

mosque, on seeing that the companions of the prophet (SAW) shouted at him and confronted him 

with intention to stop him from urinating. But the great master asked them to allow him 

concludes his urination. After he finished, the prophet directed them to pour a bucket full of 

water on the urine, then he turned to the villager and told him that, this place was built for the 

purpose of worship and supplications, nothing beyond that. The man thanked the prophet (SAW) 

for his good approach and prayed for him.  

 

Also among the objectives of establishing mosque in Islam is to unite the Muslims. This is so by 

meeting together five times a day to conduct the daily prayers in the mosque. Muslims of a 

particular locality will know each other and this encourages love, sympathy and cooperation 

among them. Also Muslims of a town will understand one another and be familiar with one 

another through the performance of weekly Friday prayer. More so, the same unity will be 

encouraging through the performance of the annual prayers i.e. two Id prayers in a year. 

Mosques also served as counselling centres for the clients, with the aim of finding solutions to 

issues like matrimonial problems, Juvenal delinquency etc. In Nigeria nowadays, there are some 

mosques that introduced the idea of “societal re-orientation committee”, in which the scholars 

and leaders meet and discuss the major problems affecting the society and proffer solutions. 

 

The concept of unity in Islam 

 

The term unity refers to upholding the rope of Allah (SWT) starting from Tauheed (the concept 

of Islamic monotheism). Islam preaches and ecourages Muslims to develop brotherhood and 

activities that will join them together as far as it does not contradict the basic teachings of Islam. 

Allah (SWT) categorically stated in the gloriuos Qur’an chapter 3 v 103.  

“And hold firmly to the rope of Allah all together and do not become divided. 

And remember the favor of Allah upon you-when you were enemies and He 

brought your hearts together and you became, by His favor, brothers. And you 

were on the edge of a pit of the Fire, and He saved you from it. Thus does 

Allah make clear to you His verses that you may be guided.” 

 

From the above Qur’anic verse, one can see clearly that rope is used to denote the true religion 

which saves its followers from the hell fire. Likewise, Islam encourages helping one another as 

commanded by the holy apostle of Allah (SAW) in his statement: “Muslim to (another) his 

fellow Muslim is like building, portion strengthen another portion”. 
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Furthermore, Islam prohibits any act that will set Muslims against each other. The prophet 

(SAW) said and it reads in part:  

“Do not be jealous of one another, and do not vie with one another and do not 

hate one another, and  do not be at variance with one another and do not 

under cut one another in trading----“. 

 

As a result of the importance of the unity among the Muslim ummah, building mosques is 

considered very vital in the life of the Muslims. That is why the prophet (SAW) , found a place 

in the early Islamic era where to observe their daily Islamic activities. It is a known fact that 

when prophet (SAW) and his great companion Abubakr As-Siddeq (RA) were on their way to 

Madinah as migrants, they reached a place called Qubah, they stayed there a while and built a 

mosque called Masjid Qubah. This is the first mosque build by our noble prophet (SAW) 

followed by Masjid An-Nabawy in the city of Madinah.  

 

The adverse effects of the proliferation of Jumu’at mosques 

 

There are many enormous adverse effects of having too many Jumu’ah mosques in a particular 

community without following the necessary legal steps of establishing a new Jumu’ah mosque. 

The major and most visible condition necessitating the opening of new mosques in Nigeria these 

days is not more than the religious segregation among Muslims in the areas of sectarianism, 

which of course weakens the strength of the Muslims in the nation. The members of various 

religious sects are happy when the Imam of a particular Jumu’ah mosque happens to be their 

member. The members of Qadiriyyah, Tijjaniyyah and Izala for example are much interested in 

having their separate independent Jumu’ah mosque regardless of its religious implication and 

adverse effects. A typical example of this, in Kano the most populous state in Nigeria (with 99% 

Muslim population) the late leader of Qadiriyyah movement in West Africa establshed his 

Jumu’ah mosque adjacent the central mosque of the state which is situated in the emir’s palace. 

 

Another serious effect of random establishment of Jumu’ah mosques in Nigeria is that mosque as 

one of the great institutions in Islam is gradually sinking into stagnation, irrelevance and 

antiquity. Most of the mosques nowadays are led by officials whom knowledge of Islam and its 

civilization seem to be very shallow. This scenario and ugly development created doubt and lack 

of trust between those officials and their congregants, because it is a rational fact that the 

knowlegeable people cannot succumb to ignorant leadership. The most distinctive factor of 

Islamic survival is the position of eminence it accorded knowledge and the Ulamas. Allah (SWT) 

clarify this in the glorious Qur’an 35:28: 

“And among people and moving creatures and grazing livestock are various 

colors similarly. Only those fears Allah, from among His servants, have 

knowledge. Indeed, Allah is exalted in might and forgiving.” 

 

Opinions and views about certain principles in Islam and extreme inclination to school of 

thoughts are known to have caused disagreement within the rawes and fills in the mosques. 

Initially, such disagreements are mild, but they later degenerated to a level where a number of a 

particular school of thought will declined to associate with rival school in both local and 

Jumu’ah mosques, schools, market and even in marriage. Majority of Nigerian Muslims do not 

perceive Islam as that comprehensive, they cannot really task the Imams or the mosque 
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leadership about the role of and use of mosque. This menace really imposed its residual effect 

even on the scholars. The tremendous negative effect of the proliferation of Jumu’ah mosques on 

the unity of the Muslim ummah in Nigeria was summed up as follows. 

 

Religious effects 

 

Islam calls for regular and permanent unity among its aherents. This is the only area where 

Muslims are enjoined to emulate the disbelievers, (i.e. Love and unity) as enshrined in the 

glorious Qur’an chapter 8: v73. 

“And those who disbelieve are allies of one another, (and) if you (Muslims of 

the world collectively) do not do so (i.e. becomes allies, as one united block 

under one Khalifah), there will be Fitnah (wars, battles, polytheism) and 

oppression on the earth, and a great mischief and corruption (appearance of 

polytheism).” 

 

And for Muslims to be considered true believers in the site of Allah (SAW) they must hold firm 

to his rope as indicated in holy Qur’an chapter 3: v103. 

And hold firmly to the rope of Allah all together and do not become divided. 

And remember the favour of Allah upon you-when you were enemies and He 

brought your hearts together and you became, by His favour, brothers. And 

you were on the edge of a pit of the fire, and He saved you from it. Thus does 

Allah make clear to you His verses that you may be guided.” 

 

Actually, in the face of proliferation of Jumu’at mosque, devoid of the true orthodox and 

teachings of Islam this required unity can never be achieved among Muslims due to the claim of 

superiority above each other by different sects. Some Islamic religious scholars in the country 

are of the views that the establishment of many Jumu’at mosques can add to the prestige of Islam 

as the word of Allah will be spreaded more easily. As the matter of fact this perception is 

completely wrong and out of context. The fact on ground shows clearly how rampant 

establishment of Jumu’ah mosques plunge the Muslim ummah in the country into so many 

problems ranging from disunity, violence between the rival and faction groups, which led to 

killings and loss of properties worth millions of naira.  

 

Considering  these effects the proliferation of Jumu’at mosque in Nigeria ought to be discourage, 

as insisted by the Maliki school of law that: Friday mosque should not be proliferated, and in the 

event of a city or town having many mosques then the Friday worship most take place in the 

oldest mosque. The Muslims must be wary of division in any circumstances, because Allah 

(SWT) warned them against that in so places in the holy scripture. 

“(Adhere to it), turning in repentance to Him, and fear Him and establish 

prayer and do not be of those who associated others with Allah. (Or) of those 

who have divided their religion and become sects, every faction rejoicing in 

what it has.” (Q30: v30-31). 
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Social effects 

 

Mosque was essentially part of life during the time of the noble prophet (SAW) but today it 

became isolated from life under the pretext of separating religion from temporal life. The 

mosque serves as place from which Muslims launched the message of Islam with its glittering 

civilization to the whole world. Today in Africa and Nigeria in particular the mosque has sunk 

into stagnation, irrelevance and antiquity. Due to that issue of separating religion from temporal 

life. To worsen the situation in Nigeria mosques are established rampantly due to the poor 

understanding behind the rational of each and every group establishing their own mosque like 

private schools. The proliferation of Jumu’at mosques has impacted negatively on the social 

wellbeing of the Muslim ummah, an example of these could be seen everywhere in the nineteen 

northern states of Nigeria where Muslims are predominant. 

 

In Kano the most populous state in the country, in Dala local government at Katsina road, rijiyar 

lemo quarters there are two jumu’at mosques of different sects adjacent each other, one of 

Jama’atu izalatul bid’ah wa iqamatussunnah movement by the east (called Masjid Kandahar) and 

the other of Tijjaniyyah sect. Whenever the Izala Imam is set to start jumu’at sermon the 

occupants of the other mosque (Tijjaniyyah sufi adherents) will start the audio cassette of Zikr or 

recitation of the glorious Qur’an very loudly on their loud speaker, as a result, the congregants of 

the Kandahar mosque will not hear the sermon, and that Zikr or the recitation of the noble 

Qur’an will not be halted/ejected until the Izala people in the Kandahar mosque are through with 

their jumu’at activities. This of course led to so many clashes and violence between the two 

groups. 

 

In the year 2008 a jumu’a mosque was built by Jama’atu izalatul bid’ah wa iqamatussunnah 

movement in Sabuwar gandu quarters, Kumbotso local government area of the state. This 

development did not goes down well with Tijjaniyyah people and they immediately sprang to 

consficate the mosque from its original occupiers, this resulted into serious violence in the holy 

month of Ramadan and killing of innocent souls of Muslims. At the end, another jumu’ah 

mosque was built few metres from the former and the two rival mosques are very keen of trading 

hate speeches among themselves which culminated into serious hatred among their congregants.  

In the early 90s a very awful incident happened in Gombe state Nigeria, it is a disagreement 

between two factional Izala groups over the legality of inviting unbelievers to deal with a 

Muslim tyrant leader (Gulf war 1990). This is a problem that can be settle within the twinkle of 

an eye, but unfortunately it escalate into having two jumu’ah mosques with each group calling 

the other a heretic group. This episode also led to a very serious bloodshed and loss of lives. 

 

Political effects 

 

Islam as a holistic religion which dabbles into all facet of life be it politics, economics, sciences, 

religion, morality, law etc. Therefore the issue of mismanagement cannot be alien to Islam. The 

noble prophet (SAW) and his able companions were distinguished managers during their life. 

Traditionally, management involves the coordination and harmonization of three variables. Man, 

machine and money. The prophet Muhammad (SAW) managed money, men and material 

resources with perfection and excellence. Therefore, an Imam or any Muslim leader must equip 

himself with the leadership skills and beneficial knowledge to carry his subjects alone. 
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Initially, the Imams of Jumu’at mosques were appointed by the emirate councils of the various 

states of the federation, more especially in those places where Muslims are the majority based on 

merit. They have a standard and set criteria which an Imam must fulfil before he could be 

appointed. He must be very versed in the knowledge of the Qur’an, both ulumil Qur’an, Qira’a 

(recitation) and Tafsir (Qur’anic exegesis), Hadith, Fiqh (jurisprudence), Thaqafatul Islamiyyah 

(Islamic civilization), Siyasah (Politics), Adab (Ethics and morality). While concerning the 

personality of an Imam to be, they usually consider age and maturity, faith, background and 

leadership traits. But now things have changed very tremendously. Imams are now appointed 

based on the interest of the political class, they many a times appointed their stooge, those that 

will be solely loyal to them. That is the reason why many unqualified Imams are appointed and 

pulpits turn into campaign offices and some Imams into mouth piece of some politicians. 

 

For those whom this development may not augur well with can easily go and establish their own 

Jumu’ah mosque and this have divided the ummah more and weaken their political strength in 

the country where they constitute the majority. 

 

Economic effect 
 

Generally mosque plays a very vital role in Muslims life. A Muslim whole life revolves arounds 

the mosque, because mosques have been the centre for spiritual, educational and social activities 

of the Muslim community right from the period of revelation. A mosque is a place where an 

individual person came closer to his creator and learns the basics of his faith, piety and 

obedience. Mosques ought to help the Muslim community to establish itself in this new 

millenium, by securing the human right of the Muslims, helping those who are victims of social, 

economic, legal and political injustice. 

 

Unfortunately to day in Nigeria Jumu’ah mosques are seen as places of maladministration and 

financial mismanagement. Many people perceived assuming the position of leadership in the 

Jumu’ah mosques as the easiest way of amassing wealth overnight. The financial records of so 

many mosques are not kept accordingly, while some doesn’t even have such records. This of 

course pave way for financial recklessness and embezzlement of the fund meant for the 

development of the mosque, da’awah and the faith in general. Many selfish people tend to 

establish Jumu’ah mosques simply to enrich themselves not to serve the ummah and the almighty 

Allah (SAW). This unhealthy development causes rift, intrigues, and proliferation of Jumu’ah 

mosques in the country which resulted into disunity among the Muslim ummah.  

 

Conclusion: 

 

In conclusion, it is imperative to note that the Jumu’ah and other congregational prayers bring 

about unity among the Muslim ummah, as the believers used to gather, bow down, prostrate and 

worship Allah as one group, together fulfilling the commandments of Allah. All those who 

professed the oneness of Allah and their support for the messenger of Allah (SAW)-despite their 

skin, color and amount of wealth, or status would gather and worship and the act would unite 

them together for common goal spreading the message of Islam to the world. Our prophet 

(SAW) states the importance of praying in congregation in various Ahadith, some of which point 

to the unification of the believers during salah as adding to their bond of brotherhood. For 
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example, the structure of the believers during salah is of the utmost importance. The prophet 

(SAW) urged us to straighten the rows of the prayer and to leave no space between one another. 

 

Nu’man in Bashir (RA) reported that the messenger of Allah (SAW) said: Straighten your rows; 

otherwise, Allah will create dimension among you.” (Bukhari and Muslim). Ibn Hajar while 

commenting on this Hadith states that Allah will create dimension rather than unity, weakness 

rather than strength and power, and that the Muslims will then be overwhelmed with the fear and 

terror of their enemies. This strikingly illuminates the point that the prayer in congregation and 

the straight rows of the Muslims during the prayer have the power to unite the believers and 

strengthen their bond and brotherhood, creating an incomparable force of power among them. 

All these goals and many more can only be achieved if the mosques were not proliferated, but 

prefer mosques are establish rampantly (more especially the Jumu’ah mosques where believers 

in a given locality are supposed to gather and pray together atleast once in every seven days), 

then definitely the ummah will be more divided rather than united and their strength will fade 

away.   

 

Recommendation: 

 

1. The general Muslim populace must be urged to imbibe to the culture of unity and love. 

 

2. Muslims in the country must be made to realize the significance of unity among themselves 

and the negative effects of disunity. 

 

3. Muslims in Nigeria must be encouraged to learn the tenets of Islam as enshrined in the Qur’an 

and Sunnah of the great master (SAW). 

 

4. The number of Jumu’ah mosques in the country must be reduced. The old one’s should be 

maintained while the unwanted newly established mosques should be converted to Islamiyyah 

schools. 

 

5. The authorities concern must use law enforcement agents to stop rampant establishment of 

Jumu’ah mosques, inorder to save ummah from disunity and the whole system from collapsing. 
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